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Let M be a CR-submanifold of X=Cn, T*MX the conormal bundle to M in X,
zo (resp. po) a point of M (resp. T*MX :=
def
T*MX"[0]) with ?( po)=zo , A a small
analytic disc, C1 up to the boundary, attached to M through zo , A* a lift of A to
T*X through po attached T*MX. If the Levi-form of M has a constant number of
negative eigenvalues in a neighborhood of p0 then we show that in fact A is con-
tained in M and A* in T*M X. When M is a hypersurface and it is pseudoconvex
(i.e., the number of its negative Levi-eigenvalues is identically 0), then the inclusion
A/M is classical and follows from the Hopf Lemma applied to a plurisubharmonic
exhaustion function as in [D-F]. Note that in this case the existence of a lift
A*/T*MX is automatic according to [B-F].
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Let X be a complex manifold, T*X the cotangent bundle to X, M a
C2-submanifold of X R (the real underlying manifold to X ), T*M X the
conormal bundle to M in X. We fix a point po # T4 *MX :=
def T*M X"[0] and
choose complex symplectic coordinates (z; ‘) # T*X such that po=(zo ; ‘o),
zo=0, ‘o=(0, ..., - &1). We shall deal with complex symplectic transfor-
mations / : T4 *X  T4 *X from a neighborhood of po to a neighborhood of
qo=/( po) of the type:
/ :{
z1 [ z1+- &1 :
n&1
j=1
*1j
‘j
‘n
,
(1)
... ,
zn [ zn&
- &1
2
:
n&1
ij=1
*ij
‘i ‘j
‘2n
,
‘ [ ‘.
We denote by LM( po) the Levi-form of M at po , and by s&M( po) the number
of its negative eigenvalues. We assume that - &1po  T*MX. It is then easy
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to show that for a suitable choice of the Hermitian matrix (*ij), we can
interchange:
T4 *M [T4 *M X codim M =1, s&M (qo)=0. (2)
On the other hand since constancy of s&’s is invariant under symplectic
transformation (cf. [K-S]), then if we assume
s&M( p)#const \p close to po , (3)
we conclude that
s&M (q)#0 \q close to qo . (4)
Thus M is the boundary of a pseudoconvex domain.
We shall consider an analytic disc in X, C 1 up to the boundary, that is
an analytic mapping A=A({) from the unit disc 2/C into X, C1 in 2 ,
with A(1)=zo . We shall also consider a lift A* of A to T4 *X (i.e. a section
of T4 *X analytic over A and C1 up to A ) with A*(1)= po . We shall assume
that A and A* are attached to M and T4 *MX, respectively, that is A(2)/M
and A*(2)/T4 *MX. In the sequel we shall denote by A (or A*) both the
disc A(2) (or A*(2)) and its parametrization A({) (or A*({)). We shall
also suppose A to be small.
Theorem 1. Let (3) be fulfilled and suppose - &1p0  T4 *MX. Let A be
an analytic disc attached to M through zo=A(1) such that:
there exists A* attached to T4 *M X through po=A*(1) with ?(A*)=A. (5)
Then in fact
A/M. (6)
Proof. We use a symplectic transformation / which verifies (2). Let
A =?/(A*), zo=?/( po). Clearly z~ o=A (1) and
A is attached to M .
We note that since A has a lift attached to T4 *M X (namely /A*), then A is
tangent to M at any point of A . In fact let us write /A*=(A ; h ) and
denote by {=re- &1% the variable in 2. Recall the (CauchyRiemann)
relation
% A =- &1 { {A . (7)
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We have
Jm(h , {{A ) | 2= &Re(h , % A ) | 2
=0.
Since (h , {{A ) is holomorphic, then
(h , { {A ) |2 #(h , { {A ) | {=0
#0,
which implies at once
{A ({) # T CA ({) M \{ # 2. (8)
We thus have a disc A attached to a pseudoconvex hypersurface M and
tangent to it along A . But then A is forced to lie in M . (In fact, let r~ be
an exhaustion plurisubharmonic function on M + (the open half space with
boundary M and outward conormal qo) as in [D-F]. We have
r~ b A is subharmonic,
{r~ b A (1)=0,r~ b A |20,
(where the third inequality is a consequence of the pseudoconvexity of
M +). By the Hopf Lemma if r~ b A <0 at some point, then it would follow
{(r~ b A ){0 which is a contradiction to (8).) Moreover we have
{A # Ker LM (A ). (9)
In fact, let M be defined by r~ =0, and put u={A . By applying   to the
identity r~ b A #0, we get  r~ (u , u)=0. But,  r~ | T CM being semi-definite, this
implies immediately (9).
We observe now that we can assume that A =Cz1 _[0]_ } } } ,
‘o=(0, ..., - &1). We may assume zn r~ ({){0 \{ # 2 (because the disc is
small).
We denote by (ej) an orthonormal basis of Cn, and observe that
(wj)=(ej znr~ &zj r~ en) is a basis of T
CM. Then (9) is equivalent to:
0= r~ (e 1 , wj)
= z1 \
zj r~
rn r~ + \ j.
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Write z=(z$, zn), ‘=(‘$, ‘n) and denote as before by h =(h $, h n) the ‘-com-
ponents of /A*. (We can still suppose h n({){0 \{ # 2.) Thus
h $
h n
and
z$r~
znr~
(A ) are holomorphic in 2.
Moreover
h $
h n }2=
z$ r~
zn r~
(A ) | 2 ,
which implies
h $
h n }2=
z$ r~
zn r~
(A ) | 2 .
Write A*=(A; h) and put * :=def (zn r~ (A )h n ; we have
(A; *h) # T*M X, (10)
(in particular A/M). In fact
/(A; *h)=(A ; *h )
=\A ; zn r~ (A )h n h +=(A ; r~ (A )). Q.E.D.
Notice that we did not only prove that A/M, but also that the lift A*
verifies *A*/T*MX for * complex. In what follows we aim to show that *
is real-valued.
Theorem 2. In the situation of Theorem 1, we have in fact
A*/T*MX. (11)
Proof. According to the proof of Theorem 1, we have a disc A =?/A*
contained in the pseudoconvex hypersurface M . It is easy to check (cf. e.g.
[B-F]) that there exists an analytic lift A /T4 *MX. Thus both A * and /(A*)
are analytic lifts of A attached to T4 *M X and through qo . But then they need
to coincide. In fact let g~ ({), h ({), { # 2, be the ‘-components of A * and
/(A*) respectively. We may assume h n({), g~ n({){0 \{ # 2. We have
g~ n
h n
is holomorphic in 2,
g~ n
h n } 2 is real.
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Therefore g~ n h n |2#const; but this constant has to be 1 because the discs
have a common point. Also notice that g~ | 2 #(h } g~ n h n) | 2 ; thus g~ #h .
Therefore A *=/(A*) which implies (11).
Remark 3. If A has defect 1 in the sense of [T 1, 2], then, merely by
definition, there exists a lift A* attached to T4 *MX through at least one point
of T4 *MXzo .
Example 4. A very special situation is when M is generic and, for a
neighborhood Bpo of po :
rank LM( p)#const \p # T4 *MX & Bpo . (12)
We have:
T Cp T*M X[
?$
Ker LM( p), ?( p)=z. (13)
In particular T4 *MX is a CR submanifold of T4 *M X. Assume (12), and let A
be a disc attached to M, with A(1)=zo and such that
{A({) # ,
p # ?&1(A({)) & Bpo
Ker LM( p) \{ # 2. (14)
Then
A is contained in M and there is an unique lift
A* contained in T4 *MX through po .
To prove this claim, we take / satisfying (2). Since LM has constant rank,
then M is foliated by the integral leaves [1 ] of Ker LM . This induces a
foliation [1 *] of T*M X, and thus, by means of /&1 and of ? b /&1, a folia-
tion [1*] and [1 ] of T4 *M X and M respectively. If 1*po is the leaf through
po and 1zo=?(1*po) the leaf through zo , then
A/1zo /M.
We can then define the lift A* of A by setting
A*=A_M 1*po .
As for the unicity, this is a particular case of the unicity of the solution to
Bishop’s equation associated to the CR manifold T4 *M X. (Notice here that
by (13) the components of A* in T Cpo T4 *MX are uniquely determined by the
components of A in T Czo M.)
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